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The growing online basket: the rise
of E-commerce in the Netherlands
A rapid transformation for
online grocery shopping
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Introduction:
A rapid transformation for online grocery shopping
The explosion of E-commerce in the Netherlands over the past 15 months
has been hard to ignore. Born out of necessity, consumers have moved
online to order their groceries, essentials and meals to their doors in
record numbers. Since the start of the pandemic, almost half (46%) of
global consumers said they purchased a product online that they had
previously only ever purchased in store.
Since the onset of coronavirus, global E-commerce sales have risen to
$26.7 trillion worldwide and now account for almost one fifth (19%) of all
retail sales. In the Netherlands, online sales for groceries alone rose from
4.2% of the sales share at the end of 2019, to 6% at the end of 2020. That
online share is now expected to be 7.8% at the end of 2021 according to
IRI’s latest forecast1. As that online demand soars, retailers have had to
rapidly transform their operations to compete.
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2019
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product online that they
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expected end 2021

purchased in store”

7,8%
Back in March 2020, as that shift to online retail took hold, it’s clear that
retail wasn’t prepared. Delivery slots were difficult to come by, supply
chains struggled, and capacity was a clear issue.
To meet the growing demand for online deliveries Dutch grocery giant
Albert Heijn introduced a delivery service on Sundays and King’s Day and
recruited around 600 additional employees to collect and pack groceries.
Similarly, in the UK, supermarket Tesco had to double its delivery
capacity to 1.5 million weekly slot.

1Forecast

share of online vs offline sales of AH, Jumbo, Plus, Dekamarkt, Hoogvliet and Deen, IRI.
Markt Monitor 2020

2Thuiswinkle
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36%

Dutch
households
bought food or
groceries online

In 2019, 36% of Dutch households bought food or
groceries online. By the middle of 2020, that figure
was closer to 60%. E-commerce sales in the
Netherlands also set new records with the number of
online purchases rising over a quarter (27%) in 2020
to 334.9 million2. It is a trend that shows no sign of
abating either; sales have continued to rise so far in
2021 by an additional 6.9%.

Now we are more than a year into the pandemic,
retailers, manufacturers and customers alike have
settled into the E-commerce process and change is
no longer reactionary but, strategic. This is perhaps
one of the more interesting patterns to monitor into
2021.

How can manufacturers and retailers retain those new
shoppers who have turned to their online delivery
services since the start of pandemic? Although online
shopping now reaches more generations and sectors
of the population than before, will some of these newfound online shoppers return to the in-store
experience when COVID restrictions are gone for
good? What will the CPG sector do to improve the Ecommerce process, reach new sectors and further
expand their online grocery offerings to make sure
they keep, and grow customer loyalty?
This IRI report looks at five of the key trends we have
observed in the E-commerce sector since the start of
the pandemic that manufacturers and retailers are
embracing to achieve growth and keep on top of a
rapidly changing market, in 2021 and beyond.
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Five E-commerce trends for 2021 and beyond

1

A tailored online shopping
experience

No longer just the reserve of the tech savvy, online
grocery delivery is used by all areas of society. Yet the
consumer approach is totally different when shopping
online compared to instore.
If you're standing in front of a supermarket shelf, you
see all the products in front of you. You may buy your
old favourite, a familiar packet, or a product with a
promotion banner, but every customer sees the same
products in the same order.
Yet, for those who shop online, every user will have a
different experience depending on if their device is a
desktop, laptop, phone, or tablet. And IRI research has
found that this is causing people to shop in different
ways to if they were in a store. First, we find online
shoppers are much more price sensitive, as it’s much
easier to compare prices of products next to each other
in the list, and because there's also always a price per
litre, or kilogramme, or unit for all products.
Therefore, it’s important for retailers and suppliers to
study their online customer data to understand the
differences in the experience and demand from online
shoppers.

But their online-only model and agile supply chain
made them better able to respond to such demand.
They also regularly analyse customer data and
interactions to ensure they are offering the services
and products their customers want, measuring how
many customers use each feature, who likes it and
how much time they spend in the app. That process is
what leads to a smoother customer journey and
greater loyalty over time.
Traditional retailers have also embraced new
technology to reach a growing market. While online
grocery delivery was once the focus for families, Albert
Heijn launched its delivery service AH Compact in
September specifically aimed at one and two-person
households, its fastest-growing market. Nearly 5,000
daily essentials, including fresh produce, private-label
products, and other affordable grocery items are
available via its app. There is also a minimum order
value of just €35 to qualify, which reduces a traditional
barrier to online ordering—a high minimum basket
price.
Marit van Egmond, CEO of Albert Heijn, explained at
that time: “We saw an increasing interest in small
households—young and old. We have now developed
AH Compact for this. It boasts simple ordering via a
separate app, without delivery costs.”

Many retailers have also embraced new approaches to
delivery in order to reach a wider range of customers.
Launched in 2015, online only grocery Picnic
pioneered a modern milkman-style scheduled delivery
service with its iconic electric vans. Like all retailers,
Picnic saw an explosion of business during the
pandemic, as CTO Daniel Gebler shared with Silicon
Canals, “Most companies are happy when they can
report 20 or 30% growth year over year. We did 15
times as much as we did before in a matter of days.”
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Getting fresh

Online shopping as a share of all grocery retail
continues to grow steadily in 2021, according to IRI as
mentioned.
In total, fresh produce is the category that boasts the
largest turnover share online, with almost half (46%) of
the average shopping basket. This is followed by
products in the shelf-life category such as dairy.
However, it is worth noting that the fresh and frozen
meals (ready to eat) category does have a lower share
online versus offline, proving that the strategy of
traditionally locating the category near the store's
entrance is a sound one. Interestingly, it is
bread/pastry that has only a fair share of 37%
compared to offline.

Unsurprisingly, though, the number of impulse
purchases of snacks and confectionery online severely
lags behind the quantities that used to be seen instore
by a fair share of 94%, as customers lack the lure of
promotion aisles, or till-side placement while online
shopping.

Crisp, the Amsterdam-based fresh produce supplier is
one brand taking advantage of consumers moving
online and wanting fresher food. Its USP is simple:
fresh seasonal products sourced directly from over 600
small and high-quality producers in the Netherlands.
Customers order through a smartphone app, with
deliveries taking place during one-hour timed slots the
next day. Investors seem convinced. Recently, the
company raised a substantial €30 million in Series B
funding which it plans to use to grow further in the
Netherlands, before expanding across the continent.
2.
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Five E-commerce trends for 2021 and beyond

3

The market is speeding up

Echoing the ‘i-want-it-now’ culture seen in markets
such as media streaming and gaming, swift home
delivery of groceries in urban areas is also growing in
demand. Whilst previously it was quite normal to wait a
few days for an online order to be delivered, today,
companies compete by promising shorter and shorter
delivery times. Following its launch in Germany, one
such company—Gorillas—promises grocery deliveries
in Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht
within just ten minutes.
As lead expansion manager Anne Doeke Kooistra
explains: “We have employees who, as soon as orders
come in, prepare them immediately and hand them
over to a cyclist who delivers the order to the
customer."

Similarly, in the UK—where Gorillas only launched in
2021—supermarkets were unable to cope with the
overwhelming demand for grocery delivery slots. Many
partnered with rapid takeaway delivery couriers, such
as Deliveroo and Uber Eats to get their goods to
customers in less than 30-minutes. Just two months
into the pandemic, Waitrose struck a two-year
partnership with Deliveroo to collect and deliver
groceries via bike from 150 shops across the UK.
Clearly, the success of swift grocery deliveries is
dependent on a solid infrastructure of stores and
competent delivery riders. Whilst it is not a business
model that would easily translate into rural areas,
anywhere that already has a courier takeaway service
could conceivably have instant grocery delivery
services such as Gorillas available within a couple of
years.
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It’s time for local
heroes to rise

The European grocery market is huge and currently
worth €2 trillion. Whilst access to customers for smaller
producers used to be tricky and blocked by huge start
up capital needed to open a store, it is a mistake to
think that it is just large multi-national grocery retailers
that have been reaping the rewards of E-commerce
during the past 12 months.
According to GlobalData 52% of consumers globally
claimed locally-sourced produce was more important
to them as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. Thanks
to online ordering local, independent businesses have
been able to set up delivery or collection services
quickly and offer regional or even national delivery
services during the pandemic to grow their customer
base and reach new audiences seeking locally sourced
produce.

Local retailers—whether small family-run butchers,
bakers, or grocers—that were able to pivot quickly
have all seen their sales grow significantly too.
However, if we look at the subsets of retail that have
seen their online sales grow the most during the
pandemic, it has been Home & Living (up 83%), DIY &
Garden (up 74%), Sport & Recreation (up 62%) and
Food (up 58%).
Amsterdam-based start-up Local Heroes has even
captured this demand with an E-commerce platform
established to support local shops and food markets.
Users can support local businesses by ordering from
them online and getting deliveries at home through a
central Local Heroes delivery service. Currently,
customers can order their groceries from 24
independent shops and food stalls from the
Amsterdam Ten Katemarkt and Oud-West district, but
the brand hope to grow this next year thanks to €1M in
investment received in 2020 to grow its model.
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Five E-commerce trends for 2021 and beyond

5

Sustainability
is in demand

Over the years sustainability has been a growing trend,
but with climate change rising up the political agenda,
the focus is greater than ever. In the last year we’ve
seen mounting demand from consumers for reduced
carbon emissions, less packaging, less plastic overall
and more sustainable supply chains from the brands
they shop with.
Sustainability is also high on the list of issues for the
retail C-suite: 42% of the top 50 global grocery retailers
now have a sustainability function, and 14% a Chief
Sustainability Officer. So it’s clearly a growing concern.
But how will that filter down to the E-commerce
process?

According to a recent Which? investigation, as much
as two-thirds of grocery packaging is not yet fully
recyclable. This is despite consumer demand for a
greener shopping experience. Rotterdam-based
circular supermarket Pieter Pot was started to tackle
this very issue, with a delivery service of nonperishable grocery goods delivered in returnable glass
jars in a hessian sack. Demand is already high: they
have a months-long waiting list despite only launching
in 2020, and are already looking to expand to Belgium
in late 2021. Read more about Pieter Pot in our case
study (page 10).
Transport is also an area of growing concern. There
are increasingly companies in the space that are
attempting to buck the trend here. Both Crisp and
Picnic, for example, uses electric fleet vehicles serving
big cities and suburbs, while Gorillas 10-minute model
is powered by e-bike. This will continue to be a growing
area of concern, and retailers and suppliers alike must
look to reduce carbon emissions throughout their
supply chain and delivery process as customer
concern continues to grow.
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Case study
Pieter Pot: delivering a circular E-Commerce

Jouri Schoemaker is CEO of Pieter Pot, a circular supermarket
who deliver non-perishable grocery goods in returnable glass
jars. The start-up brand launched in Rotterdam in 2019 and now
delivers across the Netherlands, and soon into Belgium. They
aim to reduce single use plastic and packaging waste in the
grocery sector.
“At Pieter Pot we believe we can all contribute to a more
sustainable world. Our mission is to make circular packaging the
norm. We noticed growing irritation with grocery and product
packaging, but the solutions for customers weren't convenient.
Around five or six years ago, a lot of packaging-free stores open
in the Netherlands and gained a lot of media attention, but they
all closed within a few months.

The amount of effort needed from the customer was
too big; having to actually go there with your own
baskets or jars and carry them all home. The solution
needed to be eco-friendly and convenient, or “ecovenient”, as we call it.
So we set out to determine how we could make online
grocery delivery without packaging more attractive. We
asked: “what if we deliver groceries to your door in a
reusable package that we take back, so you don't have
to carry special packaging everywhere?”
We started operations in Rotterdam with just two of us
riding around with deliveries on a cargo bike. But that’s
not scalable, so ran a crowdfunding project that
reached €300,000. Since then we’ve raised €2.7
million from three venture capital impact funds and our
waiting list has tripled.
In order to provide our service nationally, and soon
internationally, we collaborate with a distribution
partner. Before making that step, we did carbon debt
calculations to make sure ordering at Pieter Pot
through a delivery partner would still be the most
sustainable option for our customers.

We chose a partner who is focused on sustainability
and aim to eventually provide carbon-free delivery,
introducing electric trucks and cargo bikes in city
centres.
The growing consumer demand for our service has
proven that there is a strong business case for
reusable grocery deliver online. Big supermarket
retailers can now look at our blueprint and collaborate
with us to create circular delivery services for their own
private label products, for example.
We're also creating a smart container that mainstream
grocery stores could adopt to improve sustainable
packaging. The glass container is fit with a sensor that
connects to your phone and shares notifications when
products are almost out of date or give recipe tips
based on what ingredients you have. Retailers could
also get in store notifications when products are almost
out of date, to improve the supply process or to offer a
discount to sell those products in time.
Ultimately we want to see circular package become the
mainstream and want governmental policies to
encourage producers to become more responsible for
their packaging—making the grocery story system
circular and sustainable for everyone.”
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Conclusion: Online shopping
is just getting started
It is difficult to overestimate the effects that the
pandemic has had on society. It has brought on a rapid
digital transformation that has radically altered almost
every facet of grocery sales and retail. Whilst the move
online had been predicted for some time, no one could
have foreseen just how much the move away from
brick-and-mortar would progress in 2020. While the
huge growth we have seen in online delivery over the
last 15 months may resettle, all research points
towards an upward trend for online retail continuing. It
is important that retailers do not get left behind.
And we’re still only at the first step of the process. The
rapid period of growth in E-commerce over the last
year revealed a number of weaknesses in the system
that retailers and manufacturers must look to
improve—such as the ability to scale up delivery slot
availability in peak periods, the speed of supply chain
to customers and the experience online customers
receive.

So if this is only the first phase of grocery delivery,
what is the future for E-commerce? With customers
reaching out to get everything delivered, we may start
to see the blurring of online delivery services, Soon,
could your supermarket deliver you not just your
weekly groceries, but also a restaurant-quality meal for
the weekend, along with a meal kit to cook yourself
and your household and entertainment goods?

But there are a lot of benefits still to come in the next
phase of the E-commerce sector as well. In many
ways, we are still only in the early days for online
grocery delivery, particularly for traditional
supermarkets.

In the UK, the pandemic has led to a number of
collaborations between restaurants and the big
supermarket brands to respond to customer demand
for so called ‘fakeaways’—takeaway quality food from
recognisable high street food chains, but at
supermarket prices, delivered in the weekly shop. In
early 2021, hugely popular piri piri chicken restaurant
Nando’s launched a range of meal kits to deliver its
signature flavour to supermarket customers, while
Italian brand Carluccio’s has partnered with
Sainsbury’s supermarket to launch a branded deli
section for their Italian grocery products, along with an
in-store café and in-store restaurant hub. While in the
Netherlands, Jumbo has joined the supermarket meets
restaurant collaboration trend. They took over
restaurant chain La Place back in 2016 and now boast
at least one hundred branches across the country with
more planned around the world.

By embracing big data analytics, online supermarkets,
suppliers and manufacturers could tailor the online
shopping approach even further to make sure they do
not get left behind by pure online suppliers, such as
Amazon Prime. Backed by detailed customer insight
data, we could soon start to see retailers introduce a
more personalised approach to offers while shopping
online, as well as targeted product recommendations,
shopper journeys and even product selection.

Retailers and manufacturers will also need to think
outside of the box/aisle in order to stay competitive, as
the forecast from IRI for 2022 is that online will strongly
outperform physical stores. Here are some
recommendations for these sectors to profit the most
from the continued growth:
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RECOMMENDATIONS
MANUFACTURERS

RETAILERS

Invest in paid search, social media, and
shopping apps to grow an online presence
and increase share

Continue to invest with speed in digital
capabilities and commerce to gain
omnichannel share

Build baskets for holidays and events, in
partnership with retailers, to cater for
omnichannel shoppers. Product availability
should also support pickup and delivery as
well as home deliveries

Consider driving more pricing online vs. instore for convenience and variety, in
addition to optimising fulfilment costs and
media advertising to drive profitability

Offer more personalised solutions and
variety (flavours, packs) and drive the
price/mix for online groceries

Build unique in-store and online experience
to drive traffic, encourage discovery and
impulse and increase occasion-based
purchases

Engage with your consumers through
direct-to-consumer initiatives and social
media

As E-commerce continues to develop, the industry will need to expand its offerings, embrace a clear picture of its
future customers and their demands and embrace sustainable practices to get an advantage on the market.
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About IRI. IRI is a leader in delivering powerful market, consumer and media exposure information, predictive analytics and the foresight that leads to action. We go
beyond the data to create growth for our clients in the FMCG, retail and over-the-counter health care industries by pinpointing what matters and illuminating how it can
impact their businesses. Move your business forward at IRIworldwide.eu. Follow IRI on Twitter: @IRI_INTL
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